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Huge size classes can intimidate incoming freshmen
By NICOLE KING
Staff Writer
Jennifer Riley was lost her first day
at UCF. Not only was she looking at
her map all day, the sheer size of her
first class made her anxiety even
worse.
''I was really intimidated by the
large lecture classes," Riley said. ''I
thought I would get lost in the crowd

Mother Nature
parties on the
UCFcampus
,

,

and I wouldn't be able to keep up."
Now a second-semester freshman,
Riley, 19, has adjusted to large auditorium-size classes but admits she
was surprised at the number of big
classes at UCF.
''I just thought there weren't as
many as there were," she said.
Riley's first-day shock is not
uncommon. Over the past five years,
UCF's student population has risen

steadily, by about a thousand students
a year. As a result, the number oflarger classes is also on the rise. Besides
being mathematically different from
smaller classes, classes with more
than 50 students can cause other
problerris for students and professors.
"You tend to let your mind wander
more in a larger class," said Thy
Tran, 21.
As a.microbiology major, Tran has

taken many lecture-size classes. Tran es and can help you more."
said one of the main problems with
Electrical engineering major Kim
big classes is the loss of interaction Nguyen also prefers smaller classes
between professor and students.
to larger ones.
''I can concentrate more in smaller
''In the larger classes, the professor
tends to go on and on, whereas in a . classes," Nguyen said. "I feel like I
smaller class, the professor will stop can ask more questions and there
and answer questions," Tran said. seems to be more explanation and
"Also, the professors recognize you attention given to students."
easily in smaller classes. So they
might know some of your weakness- See STUDENTS, Page 9

VOllHllee make Ille camp,....
By LORI CARTER
Staff Writer
Volunteer UCF (VUCF), Student
Government Association (SGA)
and The Garden Club teamed up for
Beautification Day on April 18.
"We try to keep an eye out for
what is going on in the community
and sometimes we plan our own
events," said Amy Pounds, director
of VUCF. "We started planning
Beautification Day at the end of
January."
According to Pounds, the group
started by getting in touch with the
UCF grounds crew to find out what
they felt needed attention.
The SGA also had a campus
clean-up day as one of their platform goals.
Keith McDonald, president of
SGA, said VUCF had trouble getting a list from the physical plant,
which included things which needed to be done. McDonald said SGA
chipped by notifying other UCF
clubs of the event. According to
McDonald, SGA also helped with
advertising. SGA provided wings,
finger sandwiches and drinks for
the volunteers.
David Metzker, who works for the
grounds crew, donated 125 heavy
duty garbage bags and told VUCF
members what areas need to be
cleaned up.

By JAMES COMBS
Staff Writer
Earth Day w~s celebrated for
the first time at UCF, complete
with live bands, information
booths and free food.
The Earth Day Blowout celebration was held outside the
Student Union on April 23 and
was hosted by the Campus
Activities Board.
The music of Cold Spot 8,
Wellville and UMOJA drew
junior Jason Peterson to the
event.
"I could hear the music all the
way from the library," Peterson
said. "I decided to check out
what was going on and I enjoyed
the music."
The fr~e food from Subway
attracted other students to the
event.
"Any time there is free food, I
am going to be the first one in
line," said sophomore Amy
Bland. "I thought it was cool
that the CAB decided to offer
free food for this."
Many students also participated in Plant-a-flower. Students
planted a seed in a little pot, and
then took it home to watch the
flower bloom.
"Maybe now I won't have to
go to a store and buy my girlfriend flowers," freshman Marty
Stopher said.
Other students enjoyed making
pictures out of sand.
Sophomore Tanika Solomon
used various colors to draw a
picture of God. Junior Brent
Creasman drew a picture of his
Chevy S-10 pickup truck.
Information booths were set up
by members of the Campus

See EARTH, Page 4
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Volunteers gather around the Administration Building to collect garbage and plant flowers.

See VUCF, Page 4

Love affair with sun can cause skin cancer
By GWEN R. RHODES
Staff Writer
Ever since the 1920s when fashion mogul Coco Chanel sported her new
tan after a yachting vacation, many Americans have e.quate.d tanned skin with
gooq health, fun and beauty.
"When I was in high school, all the girls used to cover themselves with a
combination of baby oil and iodine," said UCF student Heather Summy. "It
' was like we were basting ourselves to cook in the sun. We didn't know then
that we could get skin cancer."

Most experts attribute the dramatic rise in skin cancer to America's love
affair with the sun and a lifestyle that puts more people in the sun, for longer
periods of time and in more reve.aling outfits.
According to the American Cancer Society, more tl:ian (J()(),000 people were
diagnosed with basal cell and squamous cell carcinomas in 1990, up from
400,000 in 1980.
Thirty-five thousand more were diagnosed with melanoma, the deadliest
skin cancer.

See TANS, Page 12
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tud nts hould not worry about tests
By LINDA RAMOS
Stnff Wrile1
With finals becoming a heavy weight on the
shoulders on many students, a few test-taking tips
can come in pretty handy.
Tests are tools for comprehension measurement,
according to coauthors
Kenneth
Graham and H. Alan
Robinson of the
Study
Skills
Handbook.
Tests
measure how well a
student interprets,
retains, organizes, analyzes and e, pr sscs class
material learned during a specified petiod of

time.
ome general guidelines can be followed
before. during and after taking tests. Be sur to
get 7-8 hout" ' leep the night before a test. Being
omplet 'ly rested aid , in al rtncs , during an
exam. Do not arrive too early for the test because
the waiting c:m cause test anxiety which could
impair testing performance. Instead, anive about
I 0 minute ' prior to the test and try to relax by
think.in positive self-affinning thoughts.
The lattel' point is important. Most students'
'elf-talk prior t an exam is one of self-defeatingi
negative and hopeless thought '. Feel confident
that u are well prepared ~md actual! imagine
) ourself knowing all the m1sv ers to th test.
You ma be thinking, "Yeah right.'' However,
our thoughts do er ate your reality so try to
make it a' po, iti\e a.: po~sible.
Brenda mi.th of Bridging the Gap: College
eading ,'ugg , t' when ou receive th t st ~ u
'omplet l) on the testing enYir nm · nt. In ther
word ,. block out :.ul distra ti n including other
,'tud · nts and ju.'t con entrate n the e. am. After

•

Consumer Credit
Counseling Service· of
Central Florida, Inc.

receiving the test, Smith advises (if al1owed by
the professor) to jot down formulas, key words or
concepts on the top corner of the test sheet as an
aid in answering questions.
Unloading this information from memory can
free up some "brain space" and help you to more
fully concentrate. Don't assume you know what
the directions say, always read the directions.
There are two approaches in answering test
questions quickly and efficiently.
Method (A) is to answer the easy questions you
ar1; sure about first which helps build test-taking
confidence. Method (B) is to start at the first
question and plow straight through the test until
the very last question. Method (8) helps prevents
cardcss mistakes such as questions being skipped
and mismatched on the answer sheet.
Do not let students who finish early bother you.
Finishing first does not mean getting the best
grade. You are not being graded on being the
fastest and you are not competing with other students. You are competing with yourself to do your
best.
I .eave some e 'tra time for reviewing. The purpose of reviewing is not to doubt all your answer.
but to catch any careless mistakes.
After completing the te. t, do not obses ively
dwell on your performance as advised by Kevin
Paul of Study Smarter, Not Harder. Believe that
you did what you could do under those circumt.ances. Then let it go.
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By CHRISTINE TATUM
College Press Service
Say what you will about Frank Sinatra, but
one thing is indisputable: he knows how to
pick up chicks.
His list of conquests is as long and star-studded as Mir's journey through outer space Lauren Bacall, Angie Dickinson, Ava
Gardner (his second wife) and Mia Farrow
(wife number three) to name a few.
Marlene Dietrich once called him "the
Mercedes-Benz of men," and Dean Martin
swore that when Sinatra dies "they're giving
his zipper to the Smithsonian."
Golly, and many guys nowadays have trouble even asking someone out on a date. When
they do, Chad Brooks, a senior journalism
major at Indiana University, said it usually
goes something like this:
"Hey, Baby. How 'bout you and me grabbing a six pack and heading back to the house
so you can watch me play Sega?
''I don't do that," Brooks said. "I'm in the
.first group of guys. The ones who are nervous
and shy because they're afraid of rejection."
Is this what the art of wooing women - a
talent Sinatra defined and refined - has
come to?
With Valentine's Day just around the corner, say it ain't so, said Bill Zehme, author of
a book about Sinatra titled 'Tue Way You
Wear Your Hat." Sensing that men are lost
these days and in need of some help when it
comes to the whole dating scene, Zehrne
published a list of Sinatra's secrets with help
from Old Blue Eyes himself.
In his day, Sinatra, now 82, got the girls
because no one could match his style, charisma and confidence, Zehrne said. He had
standing tables in the finest restaurants
around town. ("Go to one bar all the time, and

make friends there,'' Zehme advises college
students dating on a shoestring budget.
"Eventually, you'll get in anytime you
want.")
He dressed for every occasion. ("Lint was
his mortal enemy,'' Zehme added. "And he
made it a point to look nicer than everyone
else.") He wasn't
showy. ('That's trying too hard,"
Zehrne said.)
And he paid
attention to
the tiniest of
details.
("Sinatra's
number one rule
was always 'Be
aware'," Zehme
said.
"If
a
woman
spilled her purse
or dropped a napkin, he helped her
pick it up. If she entered a room or
approached his table, he stood up.")
"He did a lot of learning for us,'' Zehrne
said. "And he made a lot of mistakes, then he
made them over again before trying something different."
They're tough questions, but Sinatra's
answers are the basis for a strategy that has
made the hearts of babes,"broads and dames
everywhere go ring-a-ding-ding:
What is the most important thing to look for
ina woman?
"A sense of humor. When looking for a
woman, it always helps to find a woman who
is also looking. Make her feel appreciated,
make her feel beautiful. If you practice long
enough, you'll know when you get it. And,
' by the way, look, but don't touch. You can't

get into trouble window-shopping."
What should a man never do in the presence
ofa woman?
"Yawn."
How should a ~an show a woman
respect?
"I may sound old-fashioned, but I want to
think all women should be treated like I want
my wife, daughters and granddaughters to be
treated. I notice today
that good manners
- like standing up
when a woman
enters the room,
helping a woman
on with her coat,
letting
her
enter an elevator
first,
taking her arm
across the street are sometimes considered -unnecessary or a
throwback. These are habits I
could never break, nor would I
want to. I realize today a lot more
women are taking care of themselves than in
the past. But no woman is offended by politeness."
How do you get over a broken heart?
"You don't. I think being jilted is one of
life's most painful experiences. It takes a long
time to heal a broken.heart. It's happened to
all of us and never gets any easier. I understand, however, that playing one of my
albums can help."
What do you do when a woman cries?
"I usually cry with her."
What is the most dependable cure for a
hangover?
"Don't drink to begin with."
What, you wonder, does this have to do

In the Dog House?
Take her to

•

•
•·

•

•
•
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with wooing women?
"Sinatra was always in control," Zehrne
said. "Drinking played a huge part in his life,
but he thought it was about having fun and
not overdoing it. He used one trick a lot: he'd
order a drink, take a sip or two and put it
down. Then he would walk across the room
and order another drink and do the same
thing over again. It always appeared that he
was keeping up with everybody when he
actually wasn't.
"He was always the one who could still tell
witty stories into the wee hours, and he was
always the one still standing at the very end
when it came time to walk a woman home,"
Zehrne continued. "You always should be the
guy who gets to walk the girl home."
Great advice, but will it work in 1998?
Some perhaps, but certainly not all, said
Cheryl Lavin, who writes "Tales From the
Front," a column about dating arid relationships.
''Opening doors for women and helping
them with their coats is nice, but if I had ever
seen him dropping drinks all over the place, I
would have thought he was a big jerk and a
phony," she said.
"Anyone who is that concerned about giving the wrong image is not appealing to me.
And I question the confidence of anybody
who has to plan out every little detail of their
life like that. It's fine if all that appeal comes
naturally, but if it's manufactured, that's not
good at all."
Ouch.
"Nobody can please everybody," Zehme
said.
"Sinatra's number two rule was always
'Don't despair.'"

April 29, 1998
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Earth Day celebration a success
From PAGE 1
the

Action for Animals,
Environmental Society, the
Garden Club, the Dive Club
and the Air and Waste
Management Association.
The· Air and Waste
Management Association displayed an award-winning
poster on disposal alternatives
for wetlands. Students from
the College of Engineering
had won an award in Fort
Lauderdale for their ideas on
disposal of wetlands.
The Environmental Society
sold T-shirts from their annual
cleanup of the St. Johns River.
Members of the club also sold

· fruit, brownies and cookies to
raise money for their club. In
addition, the club asked its
visitors to sign a petition to
stop state officials from building a trail across the sand hill
habitat at Wekiva Springs
State Park.
"It is one of the few habitats
left in the state of Florida,"
said Dameron Black, treasurer
of the Environmental Society.
"If they are going to build the
trail, they should put it next to
the road because it woqld cost
a lot less and save the habitat."
The Garden Club displayed
a Compost Bin, a device
which people place various

plants and lawn and kitchen
waste in. Once the waste is in
the bin, a person turns it with
a handle, and the bin will get
the dirt to fertilize.
"This is a wonderful way to
get rid of kitchen and yard
waste and get free fertilized
soil," said Tia Silbasy, Garden
Club treasurer.
Jessica Smith, CAB special
events director, said she is
proud of the way the UCF's
Earth Day Blowout went.
"Special events has been an
innovative committee this
year," Smith said. "This
Blowout was just one more
idea that we had to serve the
students."
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College awards alumni for
professional achievement

•
•
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Staff Writer
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UCF's College of Health and Public Affairs chose seven distinguished alumni from its schools and departments as recipients of
the college's Alumni Professional Achieve,ment awards. ,.
Each school and department selected a winner based on the individual's career achievements, leadership qualities and contributions to their community.
The microbiology and molecular biology department chose
Jacqueline Sullivan, class of 1987, as its award recipient. Sullivan
is an assistant environmental engineer for the Boyle Engineering
Group of Orlando.
The criminal justice and legal studies department chose Larry
Deal, class of 1977. Deal is the vice president of the First
American Title Insurance Company of Winter Park.
The social work department chose Marlene Richmond, class of
197 5. Richmond is a iicensing administrator for the Department of
Children and Families in Orlando.
The nursing department chose Monica J. Cox, class of 1994. Cox
is a geriatric nurse practitioner for the Senior Health Care, a division of Morton Plant Mease Primary Care in Dunedin.
The communicative disorders department chose Marcia Shapiro,
class of 1991. Shapiro is the director of the speech pathology
department at Florida Hospital Waterman in Eustis.
The public administration.department chose Dean Sprague, class
of 1986. Sprague is the city manager of the City of Maitland.
The health professions and physical therapy department chose .
Jeffrey Elsberry, who received his Ph.D. in 1977. Elsberry is the
dean of instruction in the division of health and sciences at
Eddison Community College in Fort Myers.
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•
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Spool
Move swiftly
False promises
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•
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11 Florida county
12 Enthusiastic
13 Spouse
21 Cozy place
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27 Great damage
28 Place for sports
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Army offers more money for college graduates
By KATHIE BULLARD
Staff Writer

The United States Army has
allowed a pay raise for people
involved
with
the
Simultaneous
Membership
Program (SMP) in college.
The SMP program is for Army
ROTC students who are in the
Army Reserves or National
Guard.
The pay raise means once a
cadet has become an officer in
the active Army, they will
receive more pay per month
than the average second lieutenant. These kinds of benefits
Army personnel receive makes
one wonder how beneficial the
Army can be after college
compared to civilian graduates.
Job searching after college is
sometimes more of a nightmare than graduating. It's well
known that jobs for beginning

level workers with little expe- accepted into the active Army. extra $1,868 a year for basic
rience are not easy to find. A high percentage of UCF allowances. There are many
According to a national salary Army ROTC cadets receive other extra payments per
survey published in January of active duty when they apply. month a soldier can earn, such
1998, students grad-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=" as flight pay and
uating with bachetemporary duty
lor's degrees make
pay.
Benefits

;~o,oo~v:r;;:r. Th~:
f~~ur~f::rsb~:: t~:

According to the 199 51996 U,~,F
-~.l<>Y,:ment &
4,, 7 9 5

actual pay graduates
are hired for.
According to the
1995-1996
UCF
Employment
&

days leave each
year.
The Army provides consistent
promotion rates

,,

ma

!~;? u~~P~~:~~~

~:~ii;:1lude ~=:
1
~~~~:i on~are. ~~

$25,463 ;a year.

;~: P::~~~;e:os~

2,669 who remained
of living. The
in Florida were L:;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.:.I benefits continmaking an average of $25,463 As second lieutenants, they can ue after retirement and a retirea year.
expect to make at least $22,000 ment pension is also guaranGraduates who have earned a a year with increases tq more teed after 20 years service.
degree and completed the than $50,000 after four years.
Even if a college student is
not
looking for a career in the
Army ROTC program have a
However, a soldier can
guaranteed job after college if receive free housing and an military, the Army can still be

very beneficial. Scholarships
are rewarded to pay for school,
and graduates of Army ROTC
are required to serve only 3-4
years. During this time, a graduate that enters the Army after
college will gain experience,
become proficient in leadership situations and have excellent credentials compared to
their peers who did not join.
Those who do not join the
Army are forced to spend two
years finding someone who
would hire a new graduate with
little experience and make
minimum wage to support
themselves.
Looking at the benefits the
Army offers and knowing the
typical immediate future of the
average college graduate, one
should seriously look into the
great benefits waiting for
them, right here at UCF Army
ROTC.

.,

BREAK IS OVER

t

NEED MONEY?
Earn Up To $185.00 Per Month
Donating Plasma
FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT CALL:

841-2151
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. CHURCH STREET
ORLANDO

DO ·you WANT
TO MAKE·
I

$100/day
25 + People Needed for Two - Three
Weeks in May & June
Earn $100.00 a day
(plus expenses where applicable)
Work Monday-Friday 8am-5pm Bidding
During Florida Tax Lien Auctions
(Must have own transportation)
Bidders Needed for the Entire State
For more information CALL TODAY!
407-875-0075 or 800-866-0063
Ask for Ginny or Doug
$100.00 A DAY!

Have plans to spend your summer in Southwest Florida?
Check us out. Be cool this summer.
Florida Gulf Coast University, Florida's newest four,year university,
offers a full range of summer courses. And all credits are transferable.
FGCU not only offers educationaJ excellence,
but innovative technology, integrated
curriculum and personal attention to
individual students.
Better call for availability.
Florida Gulf Coast University.
Be cool.
Check us out.

FLORIDA

GULF COAST
UNIVERSITY

A Prowl Commitment to Educational Excellence

10501 FGCU Boulevard South, Fort Myers, Florid.a 33965,6565
1,888,889, I095 http://rwww.fgcu.edu
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Every year the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Student Union paints the freedom circle near Polk
and Lake Halls for LesBiGay Awareness Week.
This }'ear it took us two weeks and over 18 hours of
labor to paint the circle. We decided on a pink triangle cutting into a rainbow surrounded by the wording, "UCF GLBSU presents LesBiGay Awareness
Week April 12-17." What was so absolutely revolting about this that someone felt it needed to be _
destroyed, not once, but twice. How can one justify
such destruction and blatant displays of hate and
intolerance? Furthermore, how can one consciously
hide the evidence of such intolerance as someone
from UCF's staff did?
The first time, some unknown person wrote the
eloquent message, [expletive] on the pink triangle .
Along with taking pictures, we reported it to the
police who had someone erase the black marker. On
the morning of April 17, it was discovered that
someone had once again defaced the circle with
witty additions in orange. Without reporting the
vandalism to the police, without notifying someone
from-OLBSU, and without taking any pictures of
the sabotage, someone made the hasty decision to
have people from Physical Plant paint the entire cir-

cle over in white (I'm sure in an effort to save face
in front of visiting parents and prospective students). I speculate whether anyone frorp. Physical
Plant had any intentions of reporting this incident
whatsoever.
One of President John Hitt's goals for UCF is
diversity. The issue of sexual orientation is quite
underrepresented in this campaign to promote a
sense of diversity, tolerance and inclusion on campus. What took place that day was a glaring example of this. The vandalism of the freedom circle was
not only a crime but an act of hate committed
against a perceived group of people: gay, lesbian,
and bisexual UCF students. Every time a hate crime
is co~tted against gays, lesbians and bisexuals,
the incident is rarely taken seriously and is quickly
covered up and swept under the rug.
I am disgusted with this unjustifiable trend. The
university should have an established procedure for
handling hate crimes on campus. The matter must
be formally investigated as the university is under
an obligation to report the incident pursuant to the
Hate Crimes Statistics Act of 1996. Obviously the
Federal Government takes this matter very seriously. Has UCF's r~pid growth inflated its ego to such

a degree that its administration feels superior
enough to discount the seriousness of what is now
nationwide policy?
This is not the only time hate crimes such as this
have been reported and consequently disregarded.
UCF has a problem with gay related hate crimes on
campus.
In the library, copies of The Advocate, a gay publication, have been found urinated on in the men's
restroom. Last December, while GLBSU was fighting to receive funding from Senate to bring
Chastity Bono to campus, our faculty advisor
received a death threat.
I myself received a harassing message on my
answering machine a few days prior to LesBiGay
Awareness Week. It's unfortunate that gay-bashing
seems to be the last socially acceptable discrimination in the United States. No form of prejudice
should be even remotely tolerated on this campus,
but my experience tells me differently.

--Marie Armantrout and Ryan MacDonahl
Co- Vice Presidents
GLBSU
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This is the opportunity of a life time to travel
and make money. Quality as a Daewoo Campus
Advisor and get a FREE trip* to Korea. Then
you' 11 be at the center of a unique marketing
program that will launch Daewoo into the U.S
market during 1998.**
From the moment you arrive in Seoul, Korea
this summer your days will be crammed full of
exciting, new experiences. You'll see Daewoo products, visit Daewoo production facllities and enjoy
Korean culture. The "Discover Daewoo" program
is an experience you'll never forget .

Then when you return to
college as a Daewoo Campus
~~
Advisor;** you'll have the oppor- ·.. .·~ ;~;~~~:-#
tunity to earn money and purchase ·
a new Daewoo car at a substantial discount.
Help build a new car company by helping us
market Daewoo cars during your spare time.
* Complete delails will be pr()uided at a later dcrle.
"-'' Rules of th~~ J>tw;ram may umy to comply wilh Ll{Lriws state regulation.~.
Subjel'I to eligibility uml qmilification.~.

*~'*
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LEAD STORIES
• Former Maryland accountant
Scott Lewis Rendelman, 42, who
was convicted of embezzling
clients' money in 1986 and sentenced to four months in prison,
has managed to parlay that sentence into 11 years and counting,
because he will not stop sending
threatening and sexually offensive letters to U.S. presidents,
judges, prosecutors and prison
officials. In April, he was convicted in Sacramento, Calif.,
where he is currently housed, of
sending death threats to Gov.
Pete Wilson and his wife. A longtime friend says Rendelman's
big mistake is he always acts as
his own attorney at his trials.
• The New York Times reported
in
March
on
the
Environmental
Protection
Agency's proposal to set pollution-discharge limits on livestock farms within seven years.
U.S. farm animals produce 130
times the manure that U.S:
humans do, and one farm now
under construction in Utah will
produce more than all of Los
Angeles. Also, unlike cities,
farms do not have treatnient
plants. "Sometimes in the night,
in the summer, when they start
pumping effluent, it wakes you
up," said one Missouri farm
neighbor. "You are gagging."
• In March, the Oregon Lottery
Commission
awarded
a
$124,000 contract to a company
to advise it on how best to
restore its gambling games to
operating status in case of a catastrophic earthquake or asteroid
collision, with a goal of having
video poker back up within two
hours of a disaster. Several critics suggested there might be
more pressing problems after an
earthquake, but the commission
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pointed out that gambling generates $1 million a day for the
state.

Jail Is a High-Crime Area
According to authorities at the
Hampton, Va., jail in March, a
civilian attendant from the jail's
canteen was pushing a cart full
of snacks past the locked cell of
Anthony Tyrone Darden, 21,
when Darden reached through
the bars, hit the man on the head
with a broom handle, and took
two packs of peanut butter crackers. Darden was apprehended
pretty quickly, and the Nabs
were confiscated.

Organ of the Week:
The Ear
In February, according to
Kenya's largest newspaper, The
Nation, a Nairobi physician who
had just removed a bean from a
young girl's ear jammed it back
in when her parents came up
short on cash for the $6 procedure. And in March, researchers
at the University of Texas at
Austin announced they had
found physical differences in the
inner ears of lesbians and
straight women (perhaps the first
evidence of a pre-birth determination of female homosexuality).
And in February, burglar Calvin
Sewell became the first person in
Britain to be convicted with the
help of his earprint. He had
claimed an extraordinary ability
to detect whether a house was
empty just by pressing his ear to
a door for a few minutes.

Further Evidence Why
Women Are Better
Nurturers
In March, near Canyon, Texas,
Justice of the Peace E. Jay Hall
said he found what "did appear

to be a (human) fetus," five to six
months post-copception, with a
severed umbilical cord, floating
in a pool of standing water. He
ordered it put into a plastic bag,
placed in a Styrofoam container,
and taken to Lubbock for an
autopsy. Lubbock pathologists
called Hall about an hour later
and reported it was a doll.

Oops!
• In March, Don Graham
asked a technician-friend to have
a look at the stereo cassette
recorder he said he paid $60 for
at a Bountiful, Utah, store but
whose buttons wouldn't stay
down when Graham pressed
them. Problem: Four pounds of
cocaine (value $200,000) had
been wrapped in a 2-year-old
Miami area newspaper and ductt~ped to the inside, jamming the
buttons. Police are investigating.
• Lucy Ricardo Lives: In
November, it took rescuers an
hour to cut through the fangs in
the statue of the Jaguar at Alltel
Stadium in Jacksonville to free
Andy Wilkinson, 9, who had
stuck his head in the statue's
mouth and couldn't get it out.
• Latest Wrong Addresses With
Severe Consequences: Drugraiding police used a battering
ram on the wrong Bronx, N.Y.,

tect, "a very subdued classical
painting scheme" (all this amid
criticisill that it was better to be a
homeless pet in Pasadena than a
homeless person). In March
1998, a similar, $7 million SPCA
shelter opened in San Francisco
but deflected criticism by almost
immediately proposing to allow
some sleepovers by homeless
people as companions for dogs.

apartment in March, horribly
frightening a grandmother and
grandchild. The real target was
the "furthest (apartment) on the
left," not the "first on the left."
And a March roof replacement
job scheduled for 948 Pons
Court, Newbury Park, Calif.,
was commenced on 949 Pons
Court. The drug-raid error will
probably result in a $30 million
lawsuit, and the family at 949
Pons Court is still mulling its
options.
• When Vuginia Broache got
home from the Bon Secours St.
Mary's Hospital in Richmond,
Va., in January, just after having
had her cancerous bladder
removed, her nurse was unpacking for her and discovered that
among the "personal effects" the
hospital had sent home with her
was the actual bag-encased, justremoved bladder. Said a hospital
staffer, "We apologize."

No consensus on the
key ingredient
Among the variety of substances used in recent spousal
poisonings (all successful):
cyanamide (an alcoholism-treatment drug), Madrid, Spain,
February; antifreeze, Perry,
Okla., October; thallium (hearttest chemical), Wilke.s-Barre,
Pa., July; liquid flea killer,
Bangkok, Thailand, July; and
pond water in the wife's IV tube,
Darlington, Wis., September.

Another Recurring Theme

(Send your Weird News to
Chuck Shepherd, P 0. Box 8306,
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33738, or
Weird@compuserve.com. Chuck
Shepherd's latest paperback,
"The Concrete Enema and
Other News of the Weird
Classics, " is now available at
bookstores everywhere. To order
it direct, call 1-800-642-6480

In 1993, News of the Weird
reported that the Pasadena,
Calif., Humane Society had built
a $4.3 million dog-and-cat shelter, with towel-lined cages, skylights, an aviary, sculptured
shrubbery, "adoptio.{l counseling
pavilions" for pet-client meetings, and, according to the archi-

~------~----------------------------

-TIJUANA FLATS
Winter Park

673-2456

Cinco De Mayo Party
.

•

~
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Sunday, May 3rd llam to lOpm
Restaurant hourly positions

NEVER -WORK
LUNCH AGAIN!
Serving up great food for dinner only!
Outback Steakhouse, the Aussie theme restaurant
has great opportunities now availablefor

ALL POSITIONS, especially:

PREP & LINE - COOKS,
DISHWASHERS, & BUSSERS
FLOOR - HOST STAFF
APPLY IN PERSON AT:

OR
CALL: 407 /699·0900

FOR AN APPOINTMENT
MON·SAT, 1·3:30PM
equal opportunity employer

. h GanQ
Join t ~I Radio
from Re The
104.1 - ShOW
RUSS & BO

LIVE MUSIC:
JEFF HOWELL

5891 Red Bug Lake Rd.
(Red Bug & Tuscawilla)

OUTBACK.
'STEAKHOUSE

..

I

· $1.25 Drafts
$1.75 Coronas

Come out to our Huntclub location on
Tuesday, May 5th for another fantastic
party. Enjoy great entertainment from the
sexy Savannah & Bubba Whoop Ass
Wilson from the Russ & Bo Show. Once
again - there will be $1. 75 Coronas and
$1.25 draft beers!
Tijuana Flats Huntclub is located at:
444 S. Huntclub Blvd. in Apopka
774-0402

l
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Students complain about auditorium class size

•

From PAGE 1

•

•
•

•
•

The type of anonymity lecture
classes offer is usually the reason
why so many students dislike them.
But for some, it's just what they want.
''It's easier for people who learn on
their own," Riley said. ''For those
people who don't necessarily get a lot
out of lectures but study on their own.
fu a smaller class, I feel like I'm
insulting the teacher \V'.hen I don't
show up, like it's a personal insult. I
like the independence of the larger
classe8."
Cherie Geiger, associate professor
of chemistry, said feeling like no one
will miss your presence in class is
often too tempting for first-time college students.
''It is easier to be absent because
nobody notices," Geiger said. "fu a
class of 25 or 40 people, I notice
when somebody is not there. With a
big class, they are on their own.
"I think an 18-year-old in his first
semester here needs the kind of contact that a smaller class offers. They
need to know that someone notices
them and knows they are alive."
Most students agree that success in
a large class depends not only on the
student but also falls heavily on the
professor.
"A lot of professors don't care
whether you' re done taking notes or
not," said Stacey Meagher, 19. 'They
should take their time and make sure
that everyone has the notes before
they change the overhead. You might
miss something important."
'They tend to lecture straight from

the book," Tran said. 'They should
use other sources and make it more
interesting, bring in other related topics."
Riley said that if a professor makes
the class interesting, students will
want to go.
"fu a large lecture class, it is usually more structured," Riley said. "A
lot of times, they don't want to slow
down. There are always people who
take the class and already know
everything, and then there are people
who are taking the class for the first
time and the teacher says,
'Everybody gets it, we're moving on'
and the rest of us are left behind."
Geiger agreed with students that
professors share the responsibility in
a lecture class situation.
'The responsibility is on the professor to interact with the students
and focus on them," Geiger said. ''I
walk around and make eye contact
with people and talk to them."
''I try to do demonstrations on how
things work," said Steve J. Lytle,
associate professor of health services
administration. "I change the pace of
things. During class, I do a lot of
activities. It's not just me up there
giving a lecture."
Considering all the disadvantages
associated with large cl~ses, the
advantages are hard to find. By offering classes that accommodate large
numbers of students, the university is
able to get students through the system faster than having them wait to
take the classes they need. The technology offered in some of the more
advanced lecture halls is also benefi-

cial to students. The audio/visual support is often vital to understanding
material. That type of support is
rarely used in small classes.
Most professors and students
agreed that lecture-size classes are an
efficient way to transfer information
but not knowledge or understanding.
What is a student to do when
knowledge and understanding are
vital to a class?
Bonnie Warren is the coordinator of
fustructional Support for the Student
Academic Resource Center (SARC).
SARC offers students a voluntary
program called Supplemental
fustruction. Supplemental Instruction
is a "series of weekly study sessions
for students taking cotirses which
have been difficult for students in the
past.
The leaders of the study sessions are
usually students who have already
taken the courses and successfully
passed them. The student-leaders
attend class with the students and act
as model students, taking notes and
asking questions. During the study
sessions, the groups practice critical
thinking and problem-solving techniques.
The emphasis of the group is to
teach students how to become independent learners and to get the most
out of a very depersonalized classroom setting. Students are taught
note taking and how to read their text
effectively.
Warren said study sessions are ·set
up for classes which have a low overall GPA and a high DWF (Drop-out,
Withdrawal and Failure) rate.

Sessions are also set up at the professor's request or at the request of a
department chair.
Warren said that freshmen are the
group most at risk to be negatively
affected by large classes.
''Everything is so new," Warren
said. 'Then they hit those large classes and they don't have a support system and they feel lost."
Warren said the problem has
become so pronounced that a few
years ago SARC began offering a
program during the summer specifically for freshmen. Students are
acquainted with the university and
are immediately in touch with a support system of other freshmen.
"Some of the classes are weed-out
classes," Warren said. 'They are not
intended to pass them all because
they (the university) really can't handle them all."
Warren said many freshmen come
to UCF not expecting to have such
large classes.
"All they have to weigh it against is
their high · school experience,"
Warren said.
Students have a different take on the
situation. Some say UCF's admissions department mislead them. Thy
Tran said be was swprised at how big
some of his classes were.
"In some of the literature I had read
about UCF, it said that the average
class size was under 20," Tran said.
"When I got here my first semester,
three out of four of my classes were
300 to 400 people a piece. I guess
they figure janitors and staff into that
equation to get that ratio."
Literature and presentations given
by the admissions department to
incoming freshmen indicate the fac-

ulty to student ratio is 17 to 1. Susan
Burritt, associate director of admissions, said students understand that
that ratio has nothing to do with class
size.
'The students know that there are
28,000 students here and they know
that some of the classes are held in
large lecture halls," Burritt said.
Burritt defended the accuracy of the
ratio.
'The ratio is mathematically correct," Burritt said. 'There are a lot of
faculty who do not teach."
Regardless of what the ratio actually means, students still misinterpret it
to mean the average class size is
around 17.
''It is misleading to say that because
that's not how students understand
it," Tran said. 'The smallest class I
have is around 28. Most of my classes have a ratio in the 40s and not the
20 or 10 that they indicated.''
Despite complaints, Burritt said her
department has no plans of changing
its policy.
''.What you're suggesting is that we
tell freshmen the average class size is
16 or 17 to l," Burritt said. 'We
would never do that."
As UCF's student enrollment continues to grow, so will the number of
auditorium-size classes.
From 1993 to 1997, undergraduate
enrollment has grown from 18,631 to
22,734. With the increase in auditorium-size classes, many students like
Riley have had to adapt.
''You get out of it how much you
put in," Riley said. 'They aren't there
to spoon feed you. You have to keep
up and it is an effort. But you learn to
adapt."

Letters to the Editor Policy

Where UCF
students
want
to be!

All letters should be on one subject and include the
writer's name and phone number for confirmation.
The Central Florida Future reserves the right to edit
for content and space consideration.
The Future will not print anonymous letters.
Letters can be faxed or emailed.
Fax us @ 977-0019, e-mail us at itk1994@ aol.com.
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KNIGHT PuBLISHING, INC

Other Floorplans Available
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fa

Fully furnished, including fulJ size washer and dryer

flj

Private bathrooms in every bedroom are available

fa

Individual Leases

fa

Roommate matching service

fa

Onsite volleyball court, 2 fitness centers, 2 swimming pools,

3 and 4 bedroom apartments

2 clubhouses, computer lab, and so much more

H

120 ALEXANDRIA BLVD.
OVIEDO, FL 32765

Rent includes: furniture, electricity, cable & HBO, moni.tored
alarms, water, sewer, pest control and use of all of our facilities

.

Located on McCulloch Road - just outside the new UCF North Gate!
For More Info Call:

366-7474
visit our website at: www.royalproperties.com
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•Fun parties &road trips
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. ALUMNI
By joining today you will receive a personalized Class of '98 T--shirt on graduation day!
*Personalized t-shirts include the names of those who have completed the necessary requirements to graduate on May 9, 1998 as verified by UCF's Office of Records.

LJ-----------------------------------------------~--i F Io find out what' hot & receive your free t-Bhirt, complete and mail this form by May 1, 1993 to:
6

ALUMNI UCF Alumni Membership, PO Box 160046/ADM340, Orlando, FL 32816. Or phone (407)UCF-ALUM.

Name:

SS#:·------~
ti

,;

PermanantAddress:·-------------------------___,...-----.i;;;;...
".?-'
·_
City, State, Zip:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __...__ ___.___
Telephone Number:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~........,_--.....-~.,._

D Check for $25 i5 enclosed
D Charge $25 to my Vi5a/MaeterCard#:____-____-____-____ Expiration Date:._ __
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How do
you plan to :
spend your
summer
vacation?

BetVve~~f1.tla.YJh$J

running, tla$~es},
some '1qk!aift;}rtimeY:\tVfth
IjUst,~l{rvlye t~l$ s~~~ei:.
Dad,

=~:~ <¥· ·::Y
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, Going to be up Jate ~ ·

the .books or just 'up
A hot deJicious pina

Dom~~o's works out great
for your busy scheduJe.

.

:~

.

Just plenty of working, while staying in shape for the upconiing
fall season of crew.

l

.
)

-

Eric Hery, Sophomore, Criminal Justice, Ft. Laudt:rdaie.
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Tans look good but are hazardous to your health
From PAGE 1

SPF 15 products

Melanoma is the number one cancer in women under 35, according to
Dr. Vmcent Deleo, assistant professor and director of environmental
dermatology at the Columbia
Presbyterian Center in New York
"While some people are heeding
the messages about safe sun exposure, most experts acknowledge that
many others pay no attention at all,"
Deleo said. ''Further, they realize
that few people can totally avoid sun
exposure. As a universal precaution,
people should learn to wear a sunscreen regularly, particularly if they
plan to spend any length of time in
the sun."
According to William Gilbertson,
director of the Federal Drug
Administration's division of overthe-counter drug evajuation, consumers can expect to get the kind of
protection the labeling specifies.
"Generic sun blocks are just as safe
as brand names but consumers need
to be aware of brand differences,"
Gilbertson said. "Sunscreens are formulated differently so they ma
affect people's skin differently."
A recent issue of ConsumeReports evaluated various sun pr
tection products and found a fe
didn't live up to their claims. Most o ~
the major brand names includ
Coppertone and Bain ·de Soleil,
well as some drug store brands sue
as Rite Aid and Walgreens were test
ed.
All of the products tested had a
least a Sun Protection Facto
(SPF) 13 rating on the label. Durin
its testing, it was found that No-A
Kids sunblock and Hawaiian Tropi
Just for Kids, both labeled SPF 30
did not deliver SPF 15 in tests.
It )s also important not to rely o
sunscreens alone.
"People need to focus on their indi
vidual risk characteristics such
their pigmentary phenotype (th
combination of skin, hair and ey
color), their family history and th
type and number of moles the
have," said Dr. Marianne Berwick, '
an epidemiologist at Memori
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center.
In 1997, Memorial Sloan-Ketterin
was named the nation's best cance
center for the fifth consecutive y
by the U.S. News and World Report.
"I recommend that people avoi
the sun when they are clearly at hi
risk and that they should enjoy a
sonable amount of outdoor activiti
with less anxiety when they ar
clearly at reduced risk," Berwic
said.
In data gathered from a recent larg
case control population-based study,
Berwick found that the melano
risk for people with numerous mol
was six times higher than that o
someone with only a few moles. Th
risk for melanoma with the mos
sensitive skin type (those with redo
blonde hair and lighter colored eyes
was almost six times that of some
one with~the least sensitive phen
type~
Which sunscreen is best?
Choose at least an SPF 15 bro
spectrum sunscreen. The SPF indi
cates the amount of protection bein
offered The higher the number,
greater the amount of protection.
The American Cancer Society rec
ommends an SPF 15+. Lower num

Product

llsPFl

Bain de Soleil
All Day Extended
Protection
Coppertone
Moisturizing Sunblock
Banana Boat
Sunblock lotion
Hawaiian Tropic
Clear Sense
Bain de Soleil
Madamoiselle Oil-Free
Coppertone
Oil Free Lotion
Panama Jack
Sunblock
Hawaiian Tropic
Pro}ection Plus
Banana Boat
Oil Free Sunblock

~

D

UVA

I

Blocking_
excellent

D ~
D EJ
D
D

Comments

-

--]

Rite-Aid
Sunblock

Light lotion, herbal-medicinal scent.
Hard to dispense with weak hands.

Bain de Soleil
Le Sport
in

American Fare
Solace Lotion

Thicker lotion, floral-fruity scent With ·
excellent
anti-acne ingredient.
excellent Jlight lotion, no fragrance.

D ~
D EJ
D

Light lotion, herbal-medicinal scent.
Light lotion, no fragrance. Among worst
1n staining tests.

excellent !Light lotion, coconut scent

Banana Boat
Ultra Sunblock

I
I

I
I

n r : : 1 1 L i g h l lotion .. no fragrance

hers will not provide enough protection. A person could use an SPF30t
if they are near water, sand or snow
or in the sun for long periods. ..!
A broad spectrum sunscreen gives
a person added protection. It indicates that the sunscreen screens out
most lNA rays.
There is no complete sun block.
They are all screens. Some lN rays

.,

Wal greens
Sunblock

Light lotion, no fragrance Hard to
dispense with weak hands.

Creamy, coconut scent. Among worst
staining tests.

SPF 30 products

may even reach the skin through
zinc creams over long periods of
time. The best sun blocks are natural
ones, such as staying out of the sun
or wearing .tightly woven clothing.
It is important to remember that no
sunscreen provides 100 percent protection. An SPFl 5+ screens about 94
percent of the lN rays allowing
some rays to reach your skin.

Copportone
Moisturizing
Sunblock
FJ.ar:iana Boat
· Sport
Banana Boat
Kids
Copportone
Sport Dry Lotion

EJ
EJ
EJ
EJ
EJ

EJ
EJ
EJ

EJ

excellent !Light lotion, medicinal
excellenl !Light lotion, no fragrance
excellent

I.Light lotion, no fragrance. Hard to dispense
with weak hands

excellent

!Light lotion, herbal-medinc..I scent. Hard to
!dispense with weak hands

excellent !creamy. no fragrance

excellent

Light lotion, herbal-medicinal scent. Hard to
dispense with weak hands.

e)(cellent !creamy, no fragrance
excellent Jcreamy, no fragrance

I

!excellent Light lotion. herbal-medicinal scent.

If you are in the sun for long periods, those rays can cause sunburn.
To make sure you do not burn, put
the sunscreen on thickly because
spreading a sunscreen too thinly can
reduce its effectiveness. It is advised
that you reapply sunscreen after two
hours and reapply it again if it rubs
off or if you have been sweating.
Make sure your sunscreen has not

•

passed its expiration date and avoid
staying in the sun more than 2-3
hours between 11 am and 4 p.m.
Buy sunscreen that shows the expiration date on the back of the pack and
throw it out once the date is passed.
Also, sunscreen can lose its effectiveness sooner if stored in a Very
warm place. For example, in a car in
the Central Florida summer heat

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

•
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B.IG

·1.s·oz.
CAN

•

ett'ldemark of U.S. Tobacco Co. or Its afllillles for Its smokeleu tobacco. 01997 U.S. TOBACcO CO.
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UCF's 1st College Bar
"The Tradition Began Here"

_ . ,~n~day _- ,

15¢ Wings 7-10p
$5 Dart
Tournament
Blind Draw
Starts 10 pm
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w*·-.,!~· Tues~·ay· ·~
,,,,_~~-~.

,.,.,

Best Burger In Orlando
$1 Bottles lla-lp Eue_ryday!

KNIGHT OUT PUB
•

~""":v .•

:v

•

»m:~~

JAKE & ROG
FREE Draft
10 pm - 11 pm
$1 Longnecks
$3 Pitchers

~fi~~t1111
SOUTH PARK
If the Lines are
TOO long
Come On Over!!

Show Your Student l.D & Get A Free Drink With Lunch!

··1

;.,_-.:-r~Jh'-116 ~
$5 - FREE Draft
$6 - All You Can
Eat Wings
LIVE BANDS
TBA

r=;'":;-':ti.TF'"""j;•1':ll:i\l

:·:~.,~?,~~-~:~~ ::;;:!~~:-,k;-; - ~~:~:~!:!•~:~

.

JAKE & ROG
$2 Pitchers
$6 Buckets
ALL NIGHT
LONG!

k

.•&·.· u•n"
..sat•
~--- -·--~---·-

J' ' .•

S.

,,,y ·'

-

EVENTS
and
BANDS
TBA

275-3052

NOW YOU CAN GET YOUR EMAI.L. NO MATTER WHERE . YOU END UP THIS SUMMER
It's the end of the year. Summer is here and soon you'll be off to isolated places where .your University email
address isn't going to do you a lot of good. Like a white sand beach beside a distant azure bay. (Or your parents'
hous.e. ) But as you surrender to your wanderlust, there is one question: how a re you going to keep in touch?
The answer is quite simple: Hotmail. Hotmail is free portaQle email you can take with you anywhere - from Baja
to Brussels to Baton Rouge. You can check Hotmail from any computer with Web access. And best of all. your Hotmail ·
address is totally frea for life. That's a 16t of adventures. So start packing.
To sign up for your free Hotmail, visit: WWW.hotmail .com ·
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A trucker, some tramps, and a lizard
By STACEY COPELAND
Staff Writer
Did everyone survive April's dreary
selection of movie openings? Don't
worry, May's new releases promise to be
much, much more entertaining. One of
these flicks might even inspire you to
peel yourself off the couch and head out
to the theater before the humidity hits
and no one is willing to venture past
their front doors. Read on!
•Black Dog (May 1) - Starring Patrick
Swayze, Randy Travis, Meat Loaf.
Oops, did I say there were good movies
coming out this month? This doesn't
promise to be one of them. Every possible means of wrecking~ 18-wheeler is
explored in this $30 million "thriller."
Swayze plays an ex-con who hauls guns
on the interstate. Huh? If you' re in the
mood for lots of smashed metal, you'll
probably have a better time if you head
down to Bithlo and catch the school bus
racing events. The acting is probably
better over there, too.
•Les Miserables (May 1) - Starring
Liam Neeson, Claire Danes, Uma
Thurman, and Geoffrey Rush. This
looks like a good movie, IF these actors
can pull it off. The Broadway play
based on Victor Hugo's 1862 novel
about revolution, love and heartache has
been a success for thousands of shows.
Critics are saying the movie doesn't
even come close to portraying the drama
and emotion the play has captured. Who
knows? I, like thousands of other
Broadway fans, will be flocking to the
theater just to make sure.

•He Got Game (May 1) - Starring
Denzel Washington, Ray Allen, and
John Turturro. Denzel with an afro? This
is new ... and it is also writer-director
Spike Lee's first attempt at his own basketball movie. Denzel Washington stars
as a prisoner paroled on the condition
that his son (Allen) sign with the governor's alma mater. Hmm ... Spike Lee
said most sports films are weak.
• Deep Impact (May 8) - Starring Tea
Leoni, Morgan Freeman, Robert Duvall.
This is the $75 million tale of an earthbound comet that neither the President
(Freeman) nor an aging astronaut
(Duvall) know how to get rid of. The
trailers that have been showing in theaters since about 1982 looks rather fascinating. But don't worry, this isn't the
only time civilization will be demolished this summer. There seems to be an
overabundance of these comet flicks.
• Bulworth (May 8) - Starring Warren
Beatty, Halle Berry, Oliver Platt, and
Paul Sorvino. Beatty starts as Jay
Bulworth, a U.S. senator from Calfomia
on the verge of both re-election and a
nervous breakdown. Shortly before his
campaign he begms doing this wacky
thing called 'telling the truth.' Berry
costars as a South Central homegirl and
Platt as his harried chief of staff. It
scmnds kind of goofy but the trailers are
hilarious.
• The Horse Whisperer (May 15) Starring Michelle Pfeiffer. This is the
adaptation of the recent best-selling
novel. The story is about a young girl
who is traumatized by a horse-riding
accident. Her mother decides that the

only way the girl will recover is if her
horse is rehabilitated. The mother calls
in an expert horse doctor and, voila, the
p~rfect equation for a love story. Sounds
like the perfect chick flick.
• Godzilla (May 20) - Starring a big,
nasty lizard.
Two words: James
"Titanic"
Cameron.
This
action/thriller/monster movie will no
doubt make this man even richer than he
already is. Don't worry, you'll be hearing much more about this flick. There's
already a skyscraper out there that has
the phrase "Godzilla is twice as tall as
this building!" painted on its side. Hey,
he has to do something to top his last
flick, huh?
• Almost Heroes (May 29) - Starring
Chris Farley and Matthew Perry. This is
a hist01ical piece. Sort of. It's set in
Lewis and Clark country in the 1800's.
Perry stars as Farley's cohort who leads
a band of misfits across the frontier. The
director claims this is a broader acting
part than Farley had ever done before.
He did, however, have to leave the set
quite often to attend AA meetings.
Farley's last movie is probably worth
checking out, but scenes with his moonshine-swiggin' character might ring a little too true for some folks.
• Hope Floats (May 29)- Starring
Sandra Bulloclc and Harry Connick, Jr.
If you've been frantically thumbing
through the movie listings looking for
this love story, don't worry. The release
was just delayed for a month or so. This
story of a young mother and her romantic woes will soon be in a theater near
you!
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present ...

'South park'

(t

Wednesday nights
Come watch Kenny

get killed.
Enjoy $1 SouthPaw Longnecks
from 9-11 p.m.!
"Seinfeld" viewing count down party
every Thursday night.

'Jerry Springer" will be at locos every
Friday @5pm
4-6 pm .50C Fatass beers™ with the
purchas.e of a Fatass burger™
or for students that prefer a non-alcoholic beverage free Birch Beer
Located in the UCF Student Union.

•
•
•

•

•
•

The administration is
ready to ·go into office
and is looking for students to ioin their Cabinet-oad Sfaft' Now is the

•

.Q

~· '"'"''~~·· ."fL ..., .•

ocEStaffin the
.t Government Office in

ing weeks.

l
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Lovers not simpatico on how to spend 'their' day
CHICAGO - If you really
want to make sure you enjoy
Valentine's Day, celebrate with
someone of the same sex, a
recent study conducted by
Blistex Inc. suggests.
The lip balm manufacturer surveyed 500 men and 500 women
across the United States and
found - surprise - that when it
comes to love men and women
speak different languages.
Forty-seven percent of men
ranked kissing on the couch as
their biggest Valentine's Day
turn-on - above dancing to a
favorite song (19 percent), relaxing with a foot massage (15 percent) and sharing a decadent
dessert (12 percent).
Women, on the other hand,
said smooching on the sofa is
their least favorite thing to do on
Valentine's Day (18 percent).
Instead, dancing with their
honey ranked number one at 30
percent, followed by the foot
massage (25 percent) and sweets
(21 percent).
A candlelight dinner topped the
best-gift list for both men and
women at 52· percent and 39 percent respectively. Receiving a
memorable kiss ranked last on
the list for women (7 percent),
but second on men's lists (18
percent).
Both sexes did agree, however,
that an extra 10 pounds is their
biggest Valentine's Day turn-off.
Bad cologne or perfume and
razor stubble nearly tied for second.

Harvard heralds the return
of double-ply TP!
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. Softer, gentler days are ahead for
students at Harvard University
who have pooh-poohed for

months about the one-ply toilet
paper placed in restrooms across
campus.
Having heard their big stink,
Harry R. Lewis, dean of the
undergraduate college, earlier
this month ordered that two-ply
toilet paper replace the thinner,
scratchy stuff that prompted editorials in the student newspaper,
"The Crimson."
"Considering that we_live in
our dorm rooms eight months of
the year, our bathrooms should
more closely resemble those in
our homes than those at the Port
Authority Bus Terminal," wrote
Geoffrey C. Upton, a junior and
an editor at the paper. ''You don't
think Dean of the College Harry
R. Lewis '68 goes home to oneply every night, do you?"
Upton's swipe for a softer wipe
also stated that students nationwide have fought similar battles.
Among his examples was a pair
of Pennsylvania State University
students who made two-ply toilet
paper the first issue on their platform for student council.
Upton wrote that two-ply paper
might make bigger differences
than expected.
"First you improve the quality.
of bathroom life, and the next
thing you know, students' outlook on the whole Harvard experience softens up," be wrote.

of a wntmg segment in the
Preliminary SAT on which girls
did better. The College Board,
which co-sponsors the test,
reported that adjusting the content of the exam .narrowed the
score gap between boys and girls
by 40 percent.
The changes were introduced
last fall to settle a federal gender
bias complaint brought by the
National Center for Fair & Open
Testing.
Results from the exam are the
sole factor used to eliminate
more than one million students
from the pool eligible for more
than $25 million in college
tuition aid available to them
when they graduate from high
school.
In past years, higher test scores
have resulted in the lion's share
of awards going to boys despite
tlie fact that young women earn
higher grades in both high school
and college when matched for
identical courses.
FairTest's civil rights complaint charged the College Board
and Educational Testing Service
with "significantly assisting"
gender discrimination by providing PSAT/NMSQT scores for
use as the sole factor in selecting

National Merit Scholarship
semi-finalists. FairTest says the
PSAT, with its reliance on multiple-choice questions, favors a
test-taking style in which boys
do better because they are more
apt to risk a guess after narrowing down the possible answers.
Fifty-six percent of the
National Merit Scholars last year
were boys, compared with an
average of 61 percent in the late
1980s and early 1990s, according to figures in a recent annual
report. For four years this
decade, the Evanston, Ill., based
organization declined to release
numbers on the ground that they
were not relevant, said spokeswoman Elaine Detweiler.
"The gap is smaller and we
think that it coincides with the
better academic preparation of
girls," she said.
University ordered to reimburse students for illegal
tuition increase
CHICAGO - The University
of British Columbia must reimburse past and present students
as · much as $1 million
(Canadian) in fees because it
raised tuition illegally, a

Canadian provincial court ruled
Jan. 22.
Four students filed suit against
the university last year after it
raised two fees included in
tuition costs and required students to pay them before they
could enroll in classes, get their
grades or graduate. The increases
violated a 1996 law that froze
tuition at postsecondary educational institutions from April
1996 until March 31 of this year,
students said.
The university began raising
the fees in the 1992-93 academic
year before the law took effect
and totaled 4.5 percent of basic
tuition by the end of the 1996-97
school year. University officials
argued that the extra money was
justified because it helped
improve student services. They
also said they tacked the fees
onto tuition costs to help stiIdents get larger income-tax
breaks.
Judges sided with the students,
and ordered that the school reimburse about 33,000 students. The
average student will collect
about $30 (Canadian), school
officials said. Only students
enrolled in 1996-97 qualify for
the reimbursement.

PSAT gender gap
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Boys
are more likely than girls t~
receive the prestigious National
Merit Scholarships, but modest
revisions in the test used to select
semifinalists will mean more
scholarships for high school
girls.
The gap between boys and girls
has narrowed with the addition

HAVE FUN
AND GET PAID FOR IT!
Now hiring for the following positons:

We're

11-E>lf!. We're IH-,.:i-~G!

'~m~~Ba/lama Breeze i3 a high volume, higl1 energ_y,
nigflto 0111y, Caribbean reMaurant! With uo
_. . ~
~ h@E>
come3 award winning. made brom 6cratch
- Jdf · ·~IL-~ .,. • L;
cui6ine. world uamouc1 drink~. live entettainment
f'lf llll{. Yi 1.$1,.~l!il>f .$ P0lf'!
& tremen(/Ouo growrli opporruniriec1/

We ~re mking GREAT PE@PLE t~ fill the
fol1(;)1Uin9 p@siti©ns @t the fsll(;J\Uing l0ce,'\ti~ns:

....,,.;l'. &. ·P:R.E;P

·coo.~$. ~ :SJ':l·V·•rR-S.;.
..,...,lf'~M-'0.tilf~ .Jf>.fd;1:9'·$.$

·Ldbr &. ·P:RE;P ·coo.Ks

·~

SJ"i·V·rtR·S

. . ·~ ·Jl,o.s.'.ts/:llOST·E'·SS.E.'-S.:

·ei:tilt~R,~~lt'·~El.111~·.., J>.~;el\?~
We otter Great Pay and Benetit&!
Immediate Medical & Dental! 4otk!

Apply tn per&on according to your tvcation intere&t.
Monday • Wedne,sday • Friday, ttam-tpm •

eoe

Altamonte Spring&: 4-49 C. Altamonte Drive
International Drive: 8849 International Drive
Vi,sit our web &ite: www.bahamabreeze.com

* Lifeguard (Free on-site certification)
*Front Gate
* Food & Beverage
* Park Services
*Warehouse
* Beach Games
* Tradewinds Surf Shop
* Certified Security Guards
* Paramedics

* Parking A ttendants
*Catering
* Weekend Receptionist

We offer these coo·1benefits:
Great pay* Free admittance for team members and family*
Tuition Re-embursements * Paid vacations, sick, and
holidays * Cool Managers* Annual Parties
for Team Members and Family *Flexible schedules*
Receive $50 if a friend or family member applies
and gets hired with you!
Come down to Wet 'n Wild's Human Resource Center and fill out yourapplication to
the World's Coolest Job Today or call the Job Line at 248-1600.

(
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.Arena improvements could attract better competition
FromPAGE24
resembles a large-scale Lite
Brite dangling from heavy-duty
wires.
The scoreboard is simple to
say the least. Unlike the scoreboard at my HIGH SCHOOL,
the current board does not tell
fans the numbers each of the
current players or how many
points, rebounds, assists and
fouls they have.
A new scoreboard with these
features is needed for the arena
to set it closer to rival facilities
at South Florida, Florida,
Florida State and Miami.
2. Seating in the arena is terrible and there is a distinct lack of

college atmosphere at any game.
Alth0ugh the latter could be
said of most UCF sporting
events, any attempts to support
the team is nullified by the seating.
. First, the walkway between
upper and lower seating inhibits
viewing. Spectators who sit in
the upper section must almost
stand to see the floor from their
seats. The arena also has no
seating under either basket,
which allows opposing free
throw shooters a distraction-free
opportunity to score.
By adding seats under the basket, the fans would be able to
create a more intimidating

atmosphere for opposing players
while a true second level of
seating would allow all fans to
have a more memorable experience.
3. The playing floor at the
arena needs revision. As one of
my friends put it:
"They need to redo the floor
and get rid of that 1940s looking UCF logo they have now at
center court."
Featuring a picture of Florida
with the letters "U-C-F" plastered over it, the floor needs to
be changed to the school's new
Golden Knight logo as seen on
the UCF homepage.
Also, the key area of the bas-

ketball court could be repainted
black with a gold trim to better
advertise our school colors and
add flair to the arena.
4. Think of an alternate name
for the UCF Arena. Although
the name "UCF Arena" should
be used when bands and other
acts visjt the multi-purpose
facility, students and fans should
refer to the arena under another
name, such as "The Dungeon."
"Knightro's Kastle" or "Golden
Knight Arena."
Come on, even USF Bulls
fans call their home, the Sun
Dome, "The Corral."
As a school trying to hang
with the "big dogs" of college

sports, UCF needs to make sacrifices to reach that point. By
adding onto the arena, UCF
could quicken its chances of
joining a major conference, like
Conference USA, and thus be
able to get more annual revenue
from sporting events.
The expansion would force
intramural participants to continue using outdated facilities,
but the school could earn
enough money from fans,
proud, alma mater-supporting
alumni and hopefully a television deal that it would eventually be able to build the recreational services building students so desperately want.

CHECKnOUl
·ONT\\EWEB.

www.ford.com

GET RESQLD MQWI
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$400 CASH
BONUS
towa_
rd purchase or lease*

1401J 206-1200
------- ----·-·---·-~
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1998 Ford Escort ~
You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford· can help. College seniors
and grad students get $400 cash back* toward the purchase or Ford Credit
Red Carpet Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pocket the cash,
grab life -by the wheel. For more College Graduate p·urchase Program info,
call 1-800-321-1536 or visit the Web atwww.ford.com

""

fJ\e(r).),f'y

Professional Creative Resumes
Fast Turnaround!Reasonable Rates
Desk Top Publishing
Initial Consultation Included!

~
.·: · :·.,_ ·~··"

v
.

·ro be eligible, you must graduate with an assoc!ate's or bachelor's degree belween 10/1/96 and 1/5/99 or be currontly onrolfed in graduate school.
You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/4/98 and 1/5/99. Some customer and vehicle eligibility restrictions apply. See your dealer for details.
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436 & University
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HOURS
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Open Sunday 10-4
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Condo For Rent: 1 lg bedroom, furnished w/d pool & community pool.
Tennis & basketball court - $460/mth
Call Patty @ 679-3954

SHARP Notebook computer, $500. 486
DX2/66 20MB memory 320 MB HD
10.4" LCD screen, 14.4 FAX modem
Windows 3.1 w/ 95 upgrade Call Tom
at 407/366-2510.
FOR RENT:
3 bedroom/2 bath duplex in Sherwood
Forest, washer, dryer,
$695 monthly, + security.
FOR SALE:
3 bedroom/2 bath duplex in Sherwood
Forest, all appliances $59,500. you can
own it cheaper than renting.
Call 407 /494-6273 or 407/773-0 I 02
evenings.

I

I"
I

i

1---------------1

1o---------------c

to---------------c

Large 2 bdr/2 bth apartment for rent.
Clean & quiet, nice view, walk to UCF.
dishwasher. $450/mth - Call 349-2723
,___F_o_rm-er_M_o-de_l_H_o_m_e_3_/_2_m_a_n_y_~
upgrades, large yard. Great area & close
to everything. 6 years new_ Job relocation -- Must Sell! 407/277-4729

EARLY BIRD GET READY
FOR FALL!!!
LARGE TOWNHOUSE, 1260 sq ft.
2BR/2.5BA, laundry room, nice carpet,
f h · Walle UCF (300
d
to
yar s
res pamt.
from campus) Some small pets allowed.

ACCOUNTING TUTOR: CPA, FORMER
$$$ EARN GREAT TIPS$$$
COLLEGE INSTRUCTOR
Valet Parking Services of America seekMISC.
CALL 921-8838 FOR HELP!
ing clean cut, athletic, positive people
to work @ Orlando's hottest night
$1,000 CASH AWARD TO THE PERSON
200.00.-5 million+ luxury home
spots; Roxy, Raddisson - Twin Towers,
WHO WILL RETURN MY LABTOP DELL
financing state wide competitive rates Embassy Suites. Clean driving records
INSPIRON 3000.. SERVJCE TAG: CFBOB
call Mr. Moore for FREC analysis over 19 yrs old a must. $7-15/hr; PT or
SERlAL NUMBER: 220-0328 No
1-888-860-1600 ext 504-480
FT, great job for students, flexible
QUESTIONS ASKED. CALL JANNICK
Appointment Setters: guarantee $8/hr +
TuTORING:
schedule. Contact Doug @ 760-7719
407/823-6870 OR 407/366-0822
commission. Looking for dependable
ENGLISH TO SPANJSH
people w/ a good speaking voice. Work I need 5 ladies to sell roses in top nightSPANISH TO ENGLISH
clubs, Roxies, 8 Seconds, Backstage!
for the world leaders in fitness marketROOMMATES
BASIC COMPUTER SmLS
Earn $15-25/hr, make an easy $75ing. Part or full time available. 436 &
REASONABLE RATES
125/night! No uniforms, flex hrs, fullUniversity Blvd in Winter Park.
CALL 407/331-4076
Roommate Needed 10 min. from UCF
part time. 9:00-2:00 nightly from Wed. 671-2727 - John
$300 a month+ 1/3 utilities house in
WIN A BIG SCREEN TV
Sun. Need car, be assertive, outgoing &
Childcare for toddler needed in UCF
Alafaya Woods area. Call 359-3687
while raising money for your student
area home. Hours flex., Must have lots have a smiling personality. We have fun 1---------------1
organization. Earn up to $5 per
& the night goes by quickly! Join our
RENTER
WANTED:
3/2
House
of energy, experience, references,
Visa/MC application. The 1st 50 groups
team! Renee 977-0449
Furnished Including Bedrooms, Quiet
CPR training and love kids.
to complete the fundraiser receive
Swimming Instructor Wanted: must be Residential Community, $215/mth + 1/3
Call 359-0062, leave message.
FREE MOVIE PASSES!!
experienced and certified $9 .50 hour.
Utilities Owner Resides in Residence.
Call for details 1-800-932-0528 x75
Earn$$$ while going to class! Easy A,
Flexible schedule PT or FT.
Call Brent 823-5035 Daytime
Inc. is looking for students with a 3.3
Call 699-1992
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
Female grad student looking for roomEUROPE - SUMMER '98
GPA or above and enrolled in any sumM
Sh
d .i:: I
mate to share e~penses of 3-bedroom, 2
mer course. Call 407/342-7528
ystery oppers neede ior ocal
SOUTHEAST DEP' S - $398 RT
bath home near campus .. Community
businesses. Get paid to shop! Plus, get
day/night and leave a name, number
PUERTO RICO - $79 OW
and course information
free meals, merchandise and more! To
pool, tennis and beautiful view.
NORTHEAST
USA - $79 OW
receive free details sent a #10 self
Call 325-1252
CALL 800-326-2009
to
S&J
Mktg.
addressed
envelope
WANTED: Energetic, motivated and
10151 University, Dept CF Orlando, FL
committed individual to care for five
32817
year old. Full time beginning June I
thru mid-August. Part time hrs available Pretty Ladies: DPR Studios Looking for
in Sept. Dr. Phillips area. Paid vacation. models. Must be 18 or older, attractive, Protect it from "the Florida weather with
Competitive wages. Call 407/521-8175
clean and classy. Call 407/897-3940
an 800 sq ft party tent for only $250
Drivers Wanted for Mother's Day!
www.dprstudios.com
including delivery and set-up. Demer's
Cascades Florist- UCF Area. 679-5144
Tent Rental, Kevin or Karen 894-6707
1--~~~~~~~~~~~..r-~~~~~~~~~~~~
I WILL BUY YouR EXTRA TICKETS TO
ask for Les.
GRAPIDC ARTIST POSITION PIT
Europe - Summer '98
GRADUATION! I need tickets to the
ATTENTION! Earn$$$ in a research
Experienced with MAC operations &
$189 (each way+ taxes)Other places at
Health and Public Affairs Spring
study on STDs Please call 1-800-540- programs for magazine layout & design.
great prices! Call 800-326-2009
Graduation.
I have a very large family
7015 Completely Confidential
Working knowledge of scanning and
http://www.airhitch.org
and they all want to come - please call
importation of graphics. Position can
Administrative Coordinator for Real
CAMPSOURCE:
MIKE RUSSELL at 381-3824.
become full-time position for right perU .
f
.i::
al
.
1· . b
Estate Developer, gret work environmson. Need innovative & creative indiruque ree re1err senvce ists JO
·
b
iful
I NEED ARTS AND SCIENCES
net in Downtown Orlando, growing
victual. Flexible hours Dor right person.
opemng at eatu
summer camps.
"
GRADUATION TICKETS! I WILL
company, will train, career opportunity,
Call Ben Moseley @ ME! Publishing
Call about positions in Waterfront,
PAY CASH!!! I HAVE AN EXTREMELY
looking for energetic, intelligent, detail
407/351-1973 FAX 407/522-0878 ETennis, Gymnastics, Roller Hockey,
Theater Arts, Lacroose and many more. LARGE FAMILY • PLEASE CALL 650-0594
oriented person with computer skills.
mail @ ME4NEW~@aol.eom
AND LEAVEA MESSAGE.
Jennifer 422-1000.
Call 888-985-CAMP.

1--------------4

i--------------....i

To Conscientious Renter Only.
$575/mth. Call 372-0404

i--------------~
1986 JETTA, VW 5 SPEED DIESEL COJ.,D
AIR - $500.QQ O.B.O 275-9902

: !

Discover Luxury • UCF Area's
Newest Apartment Community

leoss1NG

II

Now Leasing!

(407) 282-9298
(888) 988-9298
Across from UCF in the Quadrangle

'

Sty lis h Iy Furnished~

Luxurv Interiors!
./

+ All Utilities Included
+ Fully Equipped Kitchen
+ Ceramic Tiles & Ceiling Fans
+ Every Bedroom is a ''Master Suite"

Royal Treat111ent!
+ Package Acceptance and Delivery
+ Fax and Copier Service
+ Computer/Study Center

+ 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
+ Professional Management

Safetv... !
+ Monitored Alann System in Units

Three and Four Bedroom
Apartments come complete with:
+ Fully Furnished Living Room
+ Fully Furnished Dining Room
+Fully Fum1shed Bedrooms
+ Full Size Washer and Dryer

+ Well Lighted Grounds and Parking Lots
+ Panic Alert .Button in Each Bedroom

+ Deadbolt Locks at Each Entry

The Great Outdoors!
+ Fully Equipped Fitness Center
+ Two Lighted Tennis Courts
+ Lighted Basketball Court
+ Lighted Sand Volleyball Court
+ Refreshing Swimming Pool

Four B~-droom/hiur B~th
~i 440:xcu~1lt' F<'~· ~ 1

'

,
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Kinko's has everything
you need to make the grade.
•

Rely on Kinko's wide selection of products and services not only to help you make
the grade, but get the grade you deserve. Add the finishing touches to your project
by taking advantage of these great offers. Kinko's is here to help make your life
easier.

•

79¢Color Copies

4¢Black & White Copies

Receive 8'/2" x 11" full or self-serve, full color copies
for just 79C each. Resizing costs extra.

Receive 8 1/2" x 11" full or self-serve, black & white
copies on 20lb white bond for just 4¢ each.

ORLANDO
12215 University Blvd.

12215 University Blvd.

658-9518

658-9518

•
Off!" is limited to one coupon PE' Mtomtr. Coupon must bo presented ot time of putthaw and ii not

I o.

v~hd with olhor olft" 01 discount p1ograin1. Offer valid at time _of purcha~ and may not be dlscou:ittd
~fled toward• past or future
?roh:l:ited ty Liw. No cash V>!ue.

'"'"ha"''· Vahd at Kinko's listed locatiOn only. Coupon void ..+!l!fe

Most locations open 24 hours, 7 days a week. More than 850 locations worldwide.
For more information visit our web site at www.kinkos.com or call 1-800-2-KINKOS.
e199s Kinko's, Inc. All righ15 reseived. Kinko's is a registered llademarlc of Kinko's Ventures, Inc. and is used ll'j pellllission.
K"mko's requires written permission from the copyright holder in order to reproduce any copyrighted vrot1c.
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NAME

OFFICE

DEGREE

Alicia Traines

St. Petersburg.

BSMIS

Kirk Anderson

St. Petersburg

BS Computer Engineering

Christopher Smith

New York

BBAMIS

Tampa

BSMIS

Todd Pingaro

a1t'

-~1eritri

Catherine Jooste

~~~~

-
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From Your Friends at
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CoNSUITING
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Football team could make
jump to Conference USA
FromPAGE24
clear that they don't belong in
the same boat with the
Campbell and Centenary
Colleges of the world. Former
UCF coach Gene McDowell
said that he would not play
Samford in football anymore
because there was nothing to
gain from the experience.
Well, Samford is a member
of the TAAC as well, so what
do we get out of playing them
every season in other sports?
Don'! get me wrong; they are
competitive ~n some sports,
but they shouldn't be able to
play in our league. UCF
should be recruiting from a
pool of athletes Samford could
never select from.
Unfortunately, because of
the small conference tag, those
athletes stay away, making it
impossible for the Knights to
continue their growth spurt. In
fact, UCF's growth is stunted
because of its allegiance with
the TAAC.
Sloan knows all of this. He's
a brilliant negotiator, a class
individual and has been largely
responsible for our success
thus far. He's working on a
solution to the problem, but
when is that solution going to
come? The Sun Belt conference would love to have UCF,
and Sloan wisely balked at the
-idea.
Although the Sun Belt is a
much better conference than
the TAAC, they would have
_ wanted football as part of the
package. Playing yearly contests against Louisiana Tech,
Northeast Louisiana,
Southeastern Louisiana and
every other Louisiana school
on the planet is not the direction this university wants to go
in.
Florida International jumped
ship to the Sun Belt, largely to
provide stronger competition
to its basketball and baseball
programs. When our southern
neighbors did this, it produced
strong ·speculation that we
would follow suit. Fortunately
we didn 't, and Sloan's reluctance to align with the Sun
Belt proved even wiser when
the University of Denver
accepted a Sun Belt invitation
last week.

Denver? Yearly trips to
South Alabama, Arkansas
State, Arkansas Little-Rock,
SW Louisiana, Western
Kentucky, FIU, Louisiana
Tech, New Orleans and
Denver? Way to go, Steve.
More than anything else, the
Sun Belt is not a major conference, which is precisely where
UCF wants to reside by early
next century. So we turn our
noses at the thought of moving
up a baby step and hope for an
invite from the Big East or
Conference USA.
2001 is the year when all of
the television contracts are up.
It is expected that Syracuse
will leave the Big East for the
Big Ten and Big East commissioner Mike Tranghese is
expected to go raiding
Conference USA for members
to replace it. Louisville and
Cincinnati would be the ideal
candidates, opening the door
for Conference USA to go filling their slots. C-USA has
expanded its football this year
with football-only invitations
to East Carolina and Army.
South Florida will join the
party when it becomes a
Division I-A member. What
will come next? More importantly, how will it all affect
UCF?
Will UCF accept a footballonly conference bid with a
major conference, or will
Sloan use our appealing program to gain all the other
sports a release from the dreariness that is the TAAC? Last
year UCF enjoyed the most
media attention it has ever
received. The Boston Globe
ran a piece mentioning how
we would be good for the Big
East. Quarterback Daunte
Culpepper and tailback Dwight
Collins were the subject of
national features. Our first
bowl game could await us this
year.
How long will it take before
UCF is elevated onto the
national stage permanently?
Although everything remains
to be determined, one thing is
clear - UCF is on the brink of
achieving its dream. It could
come any day. Be patient and
enjoy it UCF fans, we are witnessing history in the making.
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Sweeping Stetson could give UCF South title
FromPAGE24
record in school history.
Lubozynski (5-2, 3.34 ERA),
who pitched the late game on
April 26, said the last home
game had a touch of irony in it.
"I think it's kind of neat how it
ended up that way [pitching the
last game with Bellhorn],"
Lubozynski said. _"We've been
together for these four years,
we're roommates and it ended up
the last regular season home
games that Todd and I got to
pitch them."
Senior outfielder Will Croud
led the way for the Knights
offensively, driving in five runs,
scoring ·three times and adding a
double (13) and a home run (9).
Bellhorn added four runs and his
team-leading 11th home run.
Second baseman Tim Boeth also
contributed, ·adding five hits,
three runs and three RBI.
Lubozynski said the sweep of

FAU proved the team could
rebound after losing two of three
at FIU on April 3-4.
"Coming back from FIU, we
were really disappointed because
we didn't play up to how we
could of," Lubozynski said. "We
had a chance to take two of three
there and we didn't do it. We
played really lackadaisically and
we wanted to come back here
and show that we are a quality
team and we can bounce back."
Looking Ahead: With their
sweep of FAU, the Knights must
sweep their upcoming series
with Stetson (25-26-1, 6-9
TAAC) and hope that Florida
International
(31-20,
11-4
TAAC) loses two of three against
FAU for the Knights to clinch the
top seed in the TAAC's South
Division. FIU, which is 4-2
against UCF this season, would
get the tiebreaker if the teams

finish the season tied. If that
were to happen, the best seeding
UCF could be assured of in the
TAAC Tournament would be
fourth, behind division leaders
FIU (South), Georgia State
(East) and Troy State (West).
"There is a huge difference
between [the No. 1 and No. 2
seeds], because the top conference winners are based on conference
win-loss records,"
Bergman said. "We're the No. 2
seed now [in the South] 1 but if
the other No. 1 seeds win, we're
the No. 4 seed, so we're playing
for the seed now."
Stetson's Sammy Serrano, who
leads all NCAA Division I players in batting average (.476) and
is 17th in triples (7), will be one
of the players in Stetson's powerful lineup UCF will have to
contain to win the series,
Bergman added.
"[Ned] French, [Emmett]

Berberich, Serrano and [Frank]
Corr are four good hitters for
Stetson," Bergman said. "Stetson
has the best hitting team in the
conference and if its pitching
was anywhere close [to being as
good], then they'd be in the hunt.
"We like to play at Stetson .. .it's
a good park, it's similar to ours
and we've had good luck there,
so I don't think it's like playing
on the road."
-with a sweep of the Hatters,
the Knights would strengthen
their chances for an at-large bid
to the NCAA Tournament and
would allow the team to focus on
the
TAAC
Tournament,
Lubozynski said. The winner of
the TAAC Tournament automatically receives an NCAA
Tournament spot.
Notebook: Proof that crime
pays at the UCF Baseball
Complex - In the top of the

fourth inning of the early April
26 game, the first fan to show a
traffic violation to the UCF representative at the schedole sign
was awarded a slice of pizza....
Matt Lubozynski on his most
memorable moment at the UCF
Baseball Complex: "It would
have to be the 29-game winning
streak back in my freshman year
(1994). We came in here everyday and knew we weren't going
to lose and most of the wins happened here on this field." ...
UCF's
seniors,
Bellhorn,
Lubozynski, Croud, Tony Wolfe
and Pat Williamson were honored before the game on April 25
with senior rings, a UCF tradition. ... Jason Arnold (1-2, 2.22
ERA), who already owned
UCF's
single-season
save
record, earned saves in both ends
of the doubleheader, his 10th and
11th, in pitching 1.2 innings,
allowing one hit and no runs.

Special· offers

of the week:
~

.& ~

•
15%

off with

UCF student l.D.

~o

Q;>

•f
fftH<.li/111'~

Two-for-one drafts with
UCF student t.D.

Must be 2 l or older
to redeem.

A sweet treat from

Ben t Jerry's at .
Oviedo Marketplace.

Free cellular phone and
activation fee with
Bell South activation.

TUESDAY, MAY STH IS BEN & JERRY'S FREE CONE DAY. You're invited to stop
by Oviedo Marketplace any time May 5th for a free cone of Ben & Jerry's delicious premium
ice cream. It's our treat. And it's a sweet treat for a great local cause because we'll be
collecting donations for CENTAUR as we dish out the cones. • Ben & Jerry's ice cream is only
the beginning of the .treats waiting for you at Oviedo Marketplace. Has that free cone made
you hungry for more to eat? Satisfy your appetite at Cha Cha Coconuts' Cinco de Mayo
celebration. Then feast your eyes on our new Regal Cinema's Oviedo Marketplace 22; Bed,
Bath & Beyond; The Shoe Department; Wet Seal; Treasures by the Christmas Collection;
La Maison Diamonds; Nail Elite and Footlocker
Super Store. •Don't miss Ben & Jerry's Free Cone Day
at Oviedo Marketplace. It's our sweetest event yet.

oviedo
marketplace

Soper Saturday,
Moy 9, 1998 ,..... Double

Dillard's; Gayfers; Bed, Bath & Beyond; F.Y.E. (For Your Entertainment); Footlocker Super Store; Barnes & Noble; Cho Cho Coconuts ond Chamberlin's Merkel & Cafe
Conveniently located off The Central Florido Greenaway al Red Bug Lake Raad. 407-977-2400 . Owned and Managed by on Affiliate of THF.ROL'SF.CO~IB\NY .
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Men's golf team struggles at TAAC championships despite Opal's 72
FromPAGE24
"Paula is a fundamentally sound
player," Bria said.
"She is physical, boxes out, can
step out and shoot the high post shot
and her college experience is a definite advantage. She has been taught
a lot of the little things, the fundamentals, that put her a notch ahead
- of the rest of the class. I expect her to
step in and play right away."
Williams is a 5-foot-11 point guard
who played one season at Auburn
University before transferring to
Valencia Community College, so
she enters UCF as a junior. She averaged 10.5 minutes a game as a freshman at Auburn and scored 3.1 points
a game.
''TJ is a guard who can penetrate
and score, can shoot the outside shot
and make the three pointers," Bria
said. "If she is not scoring, TJ will be
creating ways for someone else to
score."
Along with Guillory, early signee
Rhonda Ooten was named to the
Texas girls SA All-State second

team as a guard .
Bria also announced the transfer of
three players on April 23. After one
season of limited playing time,
freshman Anu Mahlamaeki, Frida
Stromquist, and Vuokko Timola will
leave the squad; each of those athletes were from foreign countries
and decided to return home.
Men's golf finishes 6th at TAAC
Led by Jason Opal's final round
even-par 72, the men's golf team
shot 299 April 21 and finished seventh at the Trans America Athletic
Conference Championships in
Clarkesville, Ga. Tournament host
Georgia State shot 295 and won the
12-team event by 10 shots over the
College of Charleston. Opal tied for
seventh at three-under-par for the
tournament, three shots behind
Jacksonville State's Hernan Rey.
Final Results
Trans America Athletic
Conference Championships
The Orchard Golf Course
Clarkesville, Ga.

Par72
Team Scores:
1. Georgia State, 282-277-295854; 2. Charleston, 290-283-291864; 3. Jacksonville State, 291-284297- 872; 4. Campbell, 298-286290--874; 5. Samford, 299-284297- 880; 6. Troy State, 288-292301-881; 7. Central Florida, 2998.
Florida
290-299-888;
International, 301-287-304-892; 9.
Florida Atlantic, 311-288-298897; 10. Centenary, 314-299-297910; 11. Stetson, 299-301-312912; 12. Mercer, 323-305-314942.
Individual Results:
Heman Rey, Jacksonville State, 6870-72-210; Jaime Acevedo,
Georgia State, 74-67-70--211; Josh
Broadway, Troy State, 72-66-73211; Georges Plumet, Campbell, 71
73-68-212;
Jack
Boeckx,
Charleston, 72-69-71- 212; Sean
McGenity, Georgia State, 68-6876---212; Jason Opal, UCF, 68-7372-213; Matt Plothow, Samford,
72-69-72-213; Daniel Escalera,
Georgia State, 67-73-75-215;
&

Jeremy Paulson, Charleston, 72-6975-216. Other UCF Finishers Simon Sainz, 77-72-75-224;
Kristian Svalheim, 76-73-76---225;
Jeff McPherson., 78-72-76-226;
Ryan Williams, 79-79-77-235.
Highly-regarded RB
signee fully qualifies
Running back Omari Howard,
arguably the most decorated high
school athlete UCF has ever signed,
is a full academic qualifier.
Howard, a high school Parade AllAmerican from Syracuse, N.Y.,
achieved the necessary score on the
SAT and will enroll at UCF in the
fall as a freshman.
Syracuse originally signed him out
of Corcoran High, but he did not
qualify academically and spent last
year in prep school.
Howard is also a Blue-Chip
lliustrated All-American and twotime all-state member. In two seasons, Howard rushed for 3, 100 yards
and 43 touchdowns. Howard will
remain in Syracuse where he will
work this summer. He will report to

early camp in the fall, a three-day
period for incoming players only.
Crew team does well at Southern
The women's crew Lightweight 4+
and 2- finished first at the Southern
Intercollegiate Rowing Association
Championship in Oak Ridge, Tenn.,
April 18.
The Lightweight 4+ of 'A'-Di
Nguyen, Amy Engelhardt, Christina
DePrimo, Christina Baxter and
coxswain Sara Miller beat out
State,
TennesseeFlorida
Chattanooga, Tampa and Northwest
Louisiana State in 7:28.1 while
Melissa Ballard and Angela Henley
placed first, ahead of UNCWillmington,
Florida
Tech,
Sewanee, Marietta and AlabamaHuntsville, in 7:44.7 .
UCF finished fourth in the
Freshman/Novice 8+ 'B', fifth in the
JV 8+, and sixth in the
Freshman/Novice 8+ 'A' and Varsity
8+ races.
The Knights are off until the Dad
Vail Regatta in Philadelphia May
8th and 9th

•
•

Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers

Faculty with I.D.
TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

•

Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card
"Same Day Delivery"

A Full Service Florist
10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
(on the comer of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
wire service excludes discount www.allinbloom.com delivery service excludes discount

We service to
ALL parts of
the country

STA Travel specializes
in LOW-COST travel
for students.
» Great Student Airfares
» Tours for Young Travelers

•

»

•

UCF Foundation

Budget Hotels

» Eurail & Rail Passes
» Work Abroad
» Travel

in Britain

Insurance

» lnternat'I Student ID Card
» Around the World

•

541-2000

STA TRAVEL ...
THE WORLD'S
LARGEST STUDENT

TRAVEL ORGANIZATION.

B0 0 K

•

I

Student Union, Pegasus Circle

Y0 UR

T I C K ET

STA TRAVEL
We've been there.
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AT:
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For Summer A
8 responsible, outgoing, UCF students
for part-time work in the
university phonathon.
•

ST/j

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

• Good pay (start at $5.50)
• Student friendly hours
• Close to Campus (Research Park)

If your what we're looking for call
249-4740 for more information.

M

MagicTech Computers, Inc.

~
•{ '

Save $20 off Repair
Charges with valid Student ID
-::~':;':

Owned & Operated By UCF Alumnus

Pentium 200MMX
Complete
Computer
System

~··~·d:

6584 University Blvd
Winter Park, FL
Phone: 673-3377
Mon-Thur 9-6
Fri & Sat 9-5

lvd
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Your UCF newspaper is online at ·
anew address, www.UCFluture.com1

•

Evervthing in
print, PIUS
more stories •
color pictures •
breaking news •

' I'

..

• top -news from past issues
• movie review archive .
• music review archive -----
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Reserve Your" BRAND NEW Luxury Apartment
TODAY and Enjoy the Lifestyle You Deserve!
from rsw~r:Mlr:Ml~[fi)~ and tennis, to hot tubs
and w@aa@wrm~aa. you just may have trouble
convincing your· family you don't live in a ~@rs@~.
Enjoy worry free living - including individual leases, full utilities,
local _phone and inter~~t connections in every bedroom. · -·

Make sure
to Mention
thiS Ad
for your

FREE Gift!_

.

COLLEGE PARK COMMUNiTIES
1 Mile South of UCF on Alafaya Trail

384-6800

Equal Housing Opportunity

,.
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SPO~ll~
USED & NEW SPORTS EQUIPMENT

Buy •:• Sell •:• Trade •:• Consign

•

SwiNG ON IN FoR ALL
Of YouR
ColfiNG NEECls!

•

•

AREA's LARGEST SElECTiON of NEW
6. PRE-OwNel Golf EouipMen

•
•

Make Sure to Check Out Our
Skate Closeouts!
7600 University Blvd. • Winter Park

•

677-5007
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School needs an attraction
to replace Culpepper
FromPAGE24
UCF could have been in better position to win
the Day award. The soccer team lost to Georgia
State, 2-0, in November's conference title game.
The track team, which doesn't compete as part of
the award next year, won the TAAC title.
Not being able to help clinch the all-sports
award doesn't dampen track coach Marcia
Mansur-Wentworth's spirits.
"We won, that's most important to me,"
Mansur-Wentworth said. "In support of UCF, I'd
liked to have seen us win the trophy. Maybe it
was a catalyst (for including track). Hopefully
next year we'll be able to contribute to the
award."
And freshman Tatiana Londono, a member of
the golf team, signed an incorrect scorecard in
the final round of the TAAC Championship, disqualifying her and dropping the team from third
to sixth. It cost UCF nine points in Sherman Day
competition.
Londono says she feels bad for her team, but
feels there are positives to take from it.
"It was a sad way to finish my first year," she

said. "But I think everybody learned from it-double check your score."
As for the men, while UCF's lowest finish was
sixth (soccer), the Knights could do no better
than the basketball team's fourth-place showing.
While it could be said that parity is strong in the
conference, soccer coach Bob Winch has other
thoughts.
"I was talking with [basketball coach Kirk]
Speraw about how all of the UCF teams were
real competitive this year just couldn't break out
and dominate in championship games," Winch
said.
Winch felt that the school has relied on highvisibility athletes (a la Daunte Culpepper) and
recent high-profile team accomplishments (like
the basketball team's 1994 and '96 trips to the
NCAA Tournament) to keep a steady stream of
quality recruits coming into East Orlando.
"With Daunte leaving next year and without
recent dominating teams, we're running out of
things to fall back on for an attraction over some
other schools," he said.
(, .

St. Joseph's
Catholic Church

•
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We invite you to consider

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m .
Sunday Masses:
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m
275-0841

•
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Pregnancy Help -

658-0016

•

•

GET
NETWORKING!

•

•
•
•

•
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StaffingSol utions·
by Personnel One·

Biomedical Sciences Degree
--NOVA-SOUTHEASTERN

Build Your Resume
Even Before You
Finish Your Training

U N I V l

R S I T Y

ENHANCE
your undergraduate record to prepare for entrance
into any of the health science fields

Summer I Seasooal and Long Term ·
Opportunities Available
6rlando's Top ·Companies ·'
'f

+ ADMINISTRATIVE
+ CLERICAURECEPTION
+ CUSTOMER SERVICE

wito ,

+DATA ENTRY
+ PROFESSIONAL
+ INSIDE SALES

PREPARE
you to teach in one of the intriguing science fields

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE CALL THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS
(954) 262-1101 or (800) 356-0026, Ext. 1101
At:creilitati<>n

•

N. Orlando

Downtown

S. Orlando

875-0220

422-5800

850-2250

Noticl! (ifNon-Dixcriminuticm
Nova Suu.lheaslem Univenihy mlmii.s student<> of any rnce, color, and nutionul <lr ethnic origin.

Never a Fee

•

N1;v11 Southeustem University b uccrcdited hy the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools ( 1866
Soutbem Lane, Decatur, Georgi~\ 30033-4097; tekphonc nwnbcr t404) 679-4501) to award bachelor's. master's, educational specialist, and
docwml degrees.

Division of Staffing Resources
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For UCF, 2nd in TAAC race good enough
By KEN JACKSON
Staff Writer

While UCF's men's athletes wondered
what didn't go right this year, seniors on
the women's teams left their underclass
teammates something to accomplish next
season.
For the second straight year, the Golden
Knights were runners-up in the chase for
the Sherman Day Trophy. The award goes
to the school with the best overall
women's program in the Trans America

Athletic Conference. Points are given
based on performance in each sport's conference tournament.
The Knights won two TAAC titles (volleyball and tennis), finished second in two
others, and tallied 189 points. With the
softball (the only sport UCF does not
compete in) championship still" to be
played, Georgia State has the award
locked up with 196.5 points. Florida
International is third with 162· points and
must take first or second in softball to
pass UCF.

The Jesse C. Fletcher Trophy, the men's
all-sports award, also went to Georgia
State as the men are seventh among the 12
TAAC schools with the baseball championship left to be played. Georgia State has
won four of five TAAC titles and have
Jocked up the hardware with 172.5 points
to College of Charleston's 132.
This marks the fourth straight year
UCF's women have placed in the top two.
The Knights won the trophy in 1995 and
'96.
Assistant Athletic Director Mary

Kauffman said the standings are a reflection of the Golden Knights' winning ways
and are a way to prolong them.
"It shows we are able to.recruit selectively," Kauffman said. "Combined with a
budget afforded by Title IX, this enhances
our ability to travel and recruit athletes
more skilled athletically and academically. Certainly it contributes to help recruit
coaches who have coached winning
Division I programs.
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Baseball eams home game for TAAC tourney
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer

After sweeping the season
series against Florida Atlantic
University, the UCF baseball
team is peaking as it heads into
the Trans America Athletic
Conference tournament.
Outscoring the Owls 20-11
for the three-game series April
25-26, UCF (35-17, 10-5 in
conference) clinched second
place in the TAAC 's South
Division and will host a TAAC
Tournament Play-In game
May 8.
But the team, which posted
the first undefeated mark (6-0)
against FAU (27-25, 4-11 in
conference) in team history,
has other long-term goals, said
UCF coach Jay Bergman.
"You' ve got to get on a roll
before you go into a tournament," said Bergman, whose
team is the three-time defendTAAC
Tournament
ing
Champion.
"You don't want to go into it
flat and you don't want to go
into it not playing well.
"At the end, you need to win
as many games as you can and
get as close to 40 [wins] as you
can."
.
Photo by MIKE MARSHALL
The Golden Knight pitching
Senior Matt Lubozynski pitched his final regular-season home game, a 7-5 victory against Florida
staff led the way against the
Owls, allowing only 17 hits Atlantic.
over the three games. Troy
and two earned runs while walk- UCF's final regular season out a series-best six batters over
Satterfield (5-2, 3.23 ERA), ing none and striking out four.
home games on April 26. six innings.
who has been put into the lineup
Seniors Todd Bellhom and Bellhorn (9-0, 2.03 ERA)
With the win, Bellhorn posted
as a regular starter, pitched Matt Lubozynski, who both. earned the win in the early the fifth-best single-season win
seven innings on April 25, began their UCF pitching game, allowing five hits and
allowing a series-low three hits careers in 1994, closed out three earned runs while striking See SWEEPING, :eage 20
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The great conference dibB~pcmJl11ues
By TONY MEJIA

Staff Writer
Potential. Like a hitter with great natural instincts, a power forward with
soft hands and good footwork, or a
quarterback built like a linebacker with
a cannon arm and blazing speed, the
University of Central Florida is filled
with potential.
UCF resides in a growing city which
boasts a tremendous airport. The
Knights play their football in a down~
town venue with 70,000 seats, and their
fan base and boosters increase daily.
Among the heavyweights, UCF is the
program on the rise. Despite all the

positives, UCF remains one of ~e vj'Cw
Division I-A independents in football
and plays all othe(sports in the Trans
America Athletic Conference:·.
This is a serious problem.
UCF Athletic Director Steve Sloan
has overseen the emergence of this rising program. Using his extensive.number of contacts, Sloan has put the
Knights on the map. The athletes and
coaches have done their part as well,
gaining plenty of notoriety for the
school with their performance on the
playing field.
As UCF had grown, it has become
See FOOTBALL, Page 19 _

Women's basketball coach Lynn
Bria announced April 23 the signing
of four players to letters-of-intent.
Leslie Deat-on, Khaliah Guillory,
Paula Nesbitt, and Tjunia (T.J.)
Williams join early signee Rhonda
Ooten and redshirt transfer Kristy
White as the newcomers on the
1998-99 squad.
Deaton, of Martinsville~. (Ind:)
High School is a 5-foot-·l 0 forward
who bas an excellent outside shot
and is a tough rebounder,_Bria said.
Her high school has twice won the
IHSA4 State Championship (1997,
1998).
"Leslie nee;ds to develop her ballhandling on the perimeterbut, overall, she is good fundamentally," Bria
said. who added Deaton attends the
sanie high sChool as bas.ketball legend John Wooden, who won a sj:ate
title in 1927: "Leslie comes from a
basketball town full of. fanatics
whlchis evident in her competitive,Jless:n
G.uillory, a 5-foot-10 fonvai:d from
· Port Arthur, Texa~ and Thomas
'Jefferson High School, was recently
,.name.~ to the TeJ(as girls 5A,AllSt:ate second'team after earning first
team.ilU-di1;>trict and all.,,re,gion.eShe
was .named an - All-American ·
. Schol~ and·iB listed as Who's Who ~
Amongtligb School Athletes. . ·
"Khaliahnas good.range andfmds
a way to put the ball in Tue basRet,,,
Bria said. ''She has incredibletathIeticism and.is a Vf}f.Y physical, very .
.StronS:player/' , .
·
· Nesbitt; a 6-foot fonyard ~from
Okaloosa Walton Commmrity
College, is a native of Leesburg.

See MEN'S, Page 21 ~

Revising anma can revive UCF
By JEFF CASE .
Staff Writer
'·

~

OK, I'll just .come out and say it.

UCF needs to expand the UCF Arena
more than it could ever need a new recre~
ational services building.
Now I realize by saying this I may seriously jeopardize any chance of getting a
good call from recreational services officials in future intramural games, but I am
willing to risk that.
UCF officials are currently deciding
whether to add 5,000 more seats to the
arena or bUnd a recreational services

building that would incluqe indoor basketball courts and a new weight room.
While I am not opposed to having this
facility, how will it help UCF draw better
opponents, such as Auburn, into the UCF
Arena?
Quite simply, it won't.
Anyone who has attended sporting
events at the 5, 100-seat arena since its
1990 opening knows that improvements
are definitely needed. Here are some .
good places to start:
I. The scoreboard at the arena. I have
never seen a scoreboard that so closely
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